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SEE BARKER BROS. 

BLOEH·LODli 

mODERD SHOP 
INCLUDING EVERY FACILITY FOR 

TOP-FLIGHT MODERN DECORATION 

It's an education! It's a thrill I Modern from famous 
designers the country over. Backgrounds that show the 
brilliant dramatic and functional possibilities of modern. 
A breathtaking, block-long vista of modern at its best. 

EUSTOm·BUILT RREHITEETURRL DESlliDS 
Announcing a new service with a series of inspiring 
rooms by way of illustration. Now, at Barker Bros., you 
can get architectural interior backgrounds for 
your modern home, custom-built to fit your special 
needs. Arresting displays I 

mULTl·UDIT PREIFU mODERn 
Revolutionary new version of Barkers famous 
Pacific Modern furniture, built to unit measure. Units 
are combined into complete one-piece sections 
that exactly fit your space and needs and give a built-in 
look ... and all very moderately priced. Complete 
ensembles for bedroom, dining and living room. 
An amazing display: sections stretched across long 
walls; combined to make imposing, high wall pieces. 
Here is modern with new flexibility. 

moDERn REEESSORY SHOP 
including the newest and best in modern lamps, 
decoratives and accessory pieces ... a rare convenience 
for modern home planners. 

See twenty furnished rooms; many dramatic floor 

displays; learn what is new in modern. Fifth floor 

BARNER BROS. 
SEVENTH STREET, FLOWER AND FIGUEROA 
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IS ART CRITICISM VALID? 

In the highly specialized art world of today the cnt1c (those who 
write for the newspapers and art periodicals) is both the most 
sought after and the most disliked of individuals. He is sought 
after in the hopes of gaining favor and a complimentary "review." 
And he is derided when these are not forthcoming. But few artists 
are to be found who do not entertain a deep distrust of the art 
critic. Holding as he now does a considerable power to either make 
or break the artist, he is tolerated as a necessary evil rather than 
respected for any perspicacity of opinions. This state of affairs 
contains a double condemnation, for neither the artist nor the 
critic is functioning as he should be. In so far as fear of criticism 
deflects the artist from his proper course or causes him to lose 
sight of his own purpose based on inner conviction, he is that 
much less a responsible and free man. And in so far as the critic 
engages in such things as "promoting" an artist, serving as middle
man between producer and "consumer" of art for purposes other 
than a furtherance of knowledge, he is making a farce of his pro
fession. 
However adroitly phrased in the terminology of aesthetics, m•1~t 
art criticism today is a farce. It has become meaningly verbiage 
of praise (or its antithesis). And at least to those who take their 
chances on winning praise, this is what they really want frnm 
the critic. For the artist whose purpose is to "arrive," as the 
saying goes, there is no other way. He cannot count on the public 
to "discover" him, because by now the public is also a victim of 
this tyranny of critics. At least to a large extent. And thus I he 
problem becomes three-fold, with the artist and the layman each 
shifting what is essentially his own responsibility into the hands 
of the critics. The public, or that section of it which is art con
scious, is almost totally without the necessary standards by which 
to arrive at judgments, and the "I-know-what-I-like" group not 
withstanding, most people who buy art, or who attempt to discuss 
it as art appreciators, look upon the critic's word as infallible and 
authoritative. And here is where the critic fails in his responsi
bility: when, in the guise of criticism, he gives voice to predilections 
and prejudices-his personal likes and dislikes-rather than reas
oned judgments based on objective standards. Value-judgments 
have become reduced to "good" and "bad," or "successful" and 
"unsuccessful," on the basis of the critics I like, or I dont like. 
This raises the question of what is criticism. The fact that the 
critical function has been so widely abused in modern times is no 
reason to assume that it is an evil per se. Art criticism, no less 
than any other form of evaluation, belongs properly to the ph ilo
so phical realm of man's activity. It presupposes the existence of 
systematic thought as well as a set of standards to which things or 
ideas under consideration may be related. Criticism, like art, is a 
form of communication, and for either to be meaningful it is 
essential that they exist on a more comprehensive (or universal) 
plane than that occupied by the subjective ego-that which is con
fined to self-expression. Throughout this age of rugged individual
ism, the roots of which may be traced to the Renaissance, there has 
been very little genuine communication in art, and a great deal of 
self-expression. It is scarcely to be wondered at that during this 
period criticism has been largely on the same level. It has amounted 
to the artist saying, "I paint as I feel," and the critic responding 
with, "/ react to what you paint according to how I feel." Such 
philosophic laissez faire, like the economic structure itself, scarcely 
leads to mutual understanding or the possibility of reaching a com
mon goal. There is not even a conception of a common goal. "You 
do as you please and I'll do as I please-only don't step on my 
toes." The trouble with such irresponsible individualism (as we 
are beginning to learn in the economic sphere) is that somebody's 
toes inevitably get stepped on. 
It should be apparent that when art is created on a basis of purely 
personal feeling, what may be called the communicable content is 
reduced to its extreme minimum, and understanding of such art 
confined to those who are similarly disposed emotionally. To what 
may the objective critic relate such art? Surely art by its very 
(Continued on page 45) 
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BOOKS 
THE FUTURE OF HOUSI G. by Cha rl es Abrams. 4.23 pages. Ne w 
York: Harper & Bro ther. ($5.00) 
Understanding the nat ure of a problem is necessary befo re attempt
ing any solution. Housing is a cur rent, complex. pressing prob lem. 
Few men have studied and kn ow the p roblem as wel I as Cha rl es 
Abrams. He has been for man y yea rs a wrilcr. teacher, a nd nr
knowledged expert in the ho us in g field. ln !his hook. he skillfnll y 
art iculates the e lements of the problem a nd diverse meas nres for 
its solution. The past and present of ho us in g are depicted and th e 
proper aims of a housing program are out li ned. 
The present st ru cture of home ow nership as part of the housing 
problem is ana lyzed. Its faults a nd fal lac ies, many o f which a re 
not well known, are exposed to view. T he abuses of th e mortgage 
system, oppressive taxes, aggressive real estate tactics, shoddy 
building practices, questionable ethi cs of lend ing insli tutions, even 
the ma ladministration of labor unions are shown lo be so me of 
the adverse forces undermining any co nstructi ve movement. 
The con tributions of the hous in g agencies and loca l housing groups 
arc assayed, their failu res and their acco mpli shmen ts are he ld up 
for study. A su itab le plan fo r their future activi ti es is s uggested. 
The a uthor's housing program would provide urban and rural re
development and slum c lea rance lo allain adeq uate rental housinp 
for a ll c lasses. inc luding low- income gro ups. His plans a re hope
full y premised on a revitalized bu ilding industry, stabi li zat ion of 
the real estate patterns, and a so und mortgage system. "Good 
housing and heller cities a re the fronti e r o f the new ge nera ti on 
just as the wes te rn land provided the frontier of the old. We can 
build for a healthier peop le, build cit ies equa l lo our wealth and 
cu lture, have susta ined emp loyment while doing it, establi sh a 
so und home ow nership stru cture, have homes not a lone worth 
fi gh tin g for but worth living in . This can be accomplished within 
the framework of o ur politica l and econo mic pa tterns . It can 
afford a great stimulus lo private enterpri se ns we ll. " M r. Abrams 
has su preme confidence th a t when the Ameri ca n people understand 
the issue they wil l not faller but wi ll fa ce it sq uare ly. When they 
act, adequate housing will result. 

CITIES ARE ABNORMAL. Edited hy Elmer T. Peterson. 236 
pages. Norman, Oklahoma: U nivers it y o f' Oklahoma Press, 1946. 
($3.00) 
T he theme common lo the fourlecn essays of thi s book is that 
country living is the norm of ex istence. As a consequence urban 
living is ab normal. The a utho rs appear innocent of kn ow ledge 
tha t cities are rooted i11 man 's nature, that hi s basic inslincl for 
communa l li vinp; has produced th em . IL is true cities have g laring, 
vicious f au Its. But the coun try has its sha re. Of th is fact I ikewise 
the vario us contributors do not seem fully aware. Their claims 
would be more impressive if so ma ny o f them were no t gratuito us ly 
assumed to be true and se lf-ev ident. 
The eco nomical, ecolog ica l. socia l. pol iti ca l, moral, cul tu ra l, indus
tria l, b io logica l, agricultura l, and of co urse the atomic aspects of 
existence are turned over for whateve r he lp they can yie ld Lo 
bolster and foster the advocated return to the farm and the smaller 
comm unity. The possibi lity of urban rehabi litation is hardl y con
sidered excep t for a cha pter on c ity planning by an a rchitect. He 
considers the sub ject genera ll y, ou tlines severa l ci ty plan nin g the
ories, among them those o f LeCorbusier, Frank Lloyd Wright, Hil
berseimer, and Saar inen and finall y tal ks about architectural styles. 
Editor Peterson's writing is diffuse, patronizing, com monpl ace. 
Among half-remembered incidents a lleged ly ca us ing uneasi ne s 
about metropol ita n li fe he wri tes of "bread lines runnin g three 
times around Times Sq uare in ] 93·1". This rev iewer cou ld not 
have been ignorant a t that Lime of such a practically impossible 
phenomenon. The ed itor refers in awed manner Lo the weight a nd 
standing of his contr ibutors. Many of them have published books 
in their own fields but the general reader will not have heard of 
any of them, except possibly Louis Bromfield. Mr. Bromfield w i 11 
be kno wn as a nove li st, playwright, Pulitzer Prize winner, an ad
vertised member of a popular After-Shave C lub. In a widely pub
lished artic le during the ear ly part of the war he boldly prophesied 
that the people of this co untry faced starvation within a year if 
the federal administratio n adopted its proposed plan of sending 
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DUTY- -------

With "Twin-Duty" bathrooms, Case helps you answer the 

demand that every foot of space be made to coLLnt. These smart new bathrooms add livability and salability 

to a home. They provide the convenience and privacy of two bathrooms at approximately the economy in space and 

installation cost of one. The sketch shows the famous one-piece Case T/ N* water-closet, a quiet, free-standing 

fixture with positive non-overflow, and the Winston, one of the most 

popular Case vitreous china lavatories. Case plumbing fixtures 

are distributed nationally-see your Classified Telephone Directory. 
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APPLIANCE 
COVERS 

FOOD BAGS 

Beautiful KeKo Flexible Plastic 
accessories add amazingly to kitchen convenience and ef· 
ficiency. Moisture, acid, grease and odor resistant, they 
effectively protect food and appliances. Unaffected by heat 
or cold-washable in warm water and mild suds. Buy KeKo 
accessories at your favorite store. 
IUD PRODUCTS DIV., KENNEDY CA.R LINER r. IAG CO. • SHELIYVILLE, IND. 

Ke Ko 

built-in .... -

.. . radio - phonographs 
Technical information and equipment for bui lt-i n radio installations Furnished. 

Custom and limited edition radio phonographs designed and bui lt. 

20th Century Design .. 6553f Sunset Blvd. « Los Angeles 28, CaliF. 
Telephone: GRonite 76o6 
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food to the starving peoples of the world. In this book he repeats 
the familiar shibolleths: "Either we drift on and on into the de
pressing condition of a corporate state, or we act to establish a 
redistribution of economic values and continue as a democracy in 
which the rewards are free enterprise, independence, human dignity 
and freedom ." 
The narrow viewpoint and well-defined shortcomings dilute the 
value of this symposium-LAWRENCE E. MAWN, A.I.A . 

MUSIC 
A FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF JOHANNES BRAHMS 

The fiftieth anniversary of the death of Johannes Brahms forcibly 
reminds us that, although many who are still living saw and knew 
him, his name has already entered the enduring remoteness in 
which it is confounded with, and spoken of, as the summary of 
his art. Byrd, Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, and I should be confident 
to add Bartok are the five characters of that initial former! y and 
usually confined to the middle three; but whether or not one know 
well enough to admit the first and last, Brahms stands among them 
with assurance; the vulgar equivalence of the "three B's" was first 
uttered in his praise. 
During the earlier part of this century there was among the sophis
ticated a tendency to deprecate the authority of Beethoven, whose 
downright structural dominant and tonic seemed to deny the 
looser taste for coloration of the impressionists. Recently the itch 
to level Beethoven has given place to a disparagement of Brahms. 
The objection, like most sophisticated arguments, grows out of a 
presumption of too great familiarity. The principal charges may 
be reduced to the two words, "tinycraft" and "strain". The accusa
tion runs that Brahms, being a North German bourgeois, was devoid 
of humor; that he was by nature a lyricist who took too seriously 
his assumed classical responsibilities as the would-be inheritor of 
Beethoven and strained to bring forth symphonies; that he is often 
coarse, derivative, unrefined and pads out his music to satisfy 
predetermined formal needs; that his work, far from being heroic, 
piles up heaviness upon slight technical devices. He is granted a 
genuine mastery in the writing of songs and chamber music com
positions. Before some of his last works even his detractors, follow
ing the spontaneous gesture of Nikisch when he first heard the 
Clarinet Quintet, kneel in admiration. Brahms was a master of 
technical devices and of the elaboration of such devices into the 
larger forms. Like Bach, Beethoven, and Schoenberg he stoked 
the fires of his creative energy with vast knowledge of the music 
which preceded him. Like Mozart he is usually impersonal in 
speech. It is not so much that he has nothing personal to say, 
but his personal expression is a fact of the relationship of forms. 
He was romantic only in the force which he often exerted to make 
his music large, to make himself worlhy of his predecessors or, 
to judge by certain rather Freudian hints from his conversation, to 
justify himself and the choice of his vocation in the eyes of his 
dead father. Unlike Mahler, whose art tries with power of the 
mind to capture and return the complex of his soul and its experi
ence, Brahms is content to let the ethic of musical structure reflect 
and thus contain the evolution of his mind. The furthest reaches 
of the spirit through music, statements of divine comprehension 
like the Kyries of Bach, transcendent dramas of struggle and 
serenity in Beethoven, the sense of death in Schubert, Mahler's 
tragedy of religious experience unreconciled to faith, extend beyond 
the periphery of Brahms' creative imagination. The compulsion to 
creativity was nonetheless so great in him that he flooded the world 
with memorable music. The lack of assurance in his early days, 
which he covered with rude barbs, became towards the end a more 
penetrating worldliness, knowing lack of faith but able to reach 
spiritual ecstasy through its negative of doubt. Where the heaven
aspiring G Minor Quintet of Mozart breaks down at the end in 
bitterness, the Clarinet Quintet of Brahms, growing out of worldly 
disillusion, stands at the threshold of revelation. Throughout his 
life this revelation was denied him, perhaps because he wished to 
come too soon to worldly terms with genius. The Piano Sonata in 
C. Opus 1, roars after Beethoven's Hammerklalll:er like an absurd 
parody, but it is not absurd, and it is not a parody. Liszt, whose 
playing of the Hammerklavier stirred Wagner to praise, read with 
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The builder who 'inks of tomorrow 

Plans for built-in 
telephone outlets now 

One sure way to provide for your clients' comfort 
and convenience for years to come is to plan for 
built-in telephone outlets before construction starts. 
Here's why. 
The location of the tele
phone can be changed, 
or additional tele
phones added with
out drilling through 
the flooring or run- , 
ning wires along base
boards. 

The convenience ofwell
placed telephone outlets 
will be appreciated year 
after year. 
And, built-in telephone 
outlets add little to 
building costs ... much 
to building value. 

Call or dial your local Telephone Business Office. 
Ask for Architects and Builders Service. 
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admiration the sonata of Brahms. And this was the occasion of a 
revealing incident, for after Liszt had played at sight the Sonata 
in C and its companion, Opus 2, and had warmly congratulated 
Brahms, he added with his naturally generous humility his own 
Sonata in B Minor, newly written; and Brahms fell asleep. This 
self-centered inability either to return the compliment by a lesser 
courtesy or Lo be aware of the significance of Liszt's historically 
far greater structural innovation and achievement defines as well 
as much more comment the imaginative limitations of Brahms. 
Brahms concluded an epoch which had begun with Mozart. The 
creations of Mozart rise by revolutionary leaps almost without 
dependence on past art, until the mature composer joins technical 
hands with Sebastian Bach. Brahms, however, must climb and 
bitterly bruise himself with comparisons, until he is able to produce 
his first work of full confidence and hear von Bulow set it beside 
the long-aspired-to masterpieces of Beethoven as "the Tenth". And 
as the lonely eminence of Mozart is transfigured by bitter wrestling 
with the angel of God, so the rewarded confidence of Brahms is 
spiritualized by visitations of great doubt. 
If hearing Brams' music one will have these thoughts in mind, one 
will be less inclined to condemn the occasional failings. the often 
ponderous uncertainty. Then one will see Brahms at his proper 
stature, in comparison with Mahler as Handel is to Bach. His art 
is quicker to grasp yet harder to comprehend, less final and more 
relative, on the surface firmly shaped yet emptier beneath, grant· 
ing the listener melody but not catharsis. In the same way one 
will recognize in these two figures that Brahms ends an era, whereas 
Mahler will not let that era end. So the disciples of Brahms erect 
thick structures without purpose, while the disciples of Mahler 
have opened in our lifetime a new era of the art of sound. Yet 
it is right that Schoenberg, who began his work in adoration of 
Mahler, should end in reverence of Brahms. 
For Brahms like Handel was consistently large, reverent, technically 
masterful, and concentrated, with a gift of melody that unweary· 
ingly rewards. He is not always perfect in the smaller forms, 
where perfectness is the most necesasry justification; he is not 
always well balanced in the larger forms, where balance of struc
ture is more important than detailed perfectness. His art does not 
invariably reveal itself through the confusion of a bad perform, 
ance, but a great performance can make it larger than life. The 
Handel Variations come down heavily to an harmonic fugue; the 
First Piano Concerto, begun as an elegy of Schumann, ends in 
meaningless cheerfulness; the quartets emulate mannerisms of late 
Beethoven and fail of sublimity; the Violin Concerto leans too 
heavily in the first movement on figurative devices, is too easily 
melodious in the second movement, and uses a picturesque finale 
to bring down the house. Yet the F Minor Piano Sonata, filled with 
Schumannesque mannerisms, easily leaves behind the best of 
Schumann. The G minor Piano Quartet springs from excitement 
to excitement. The C minor Piano Quartet, the Horn Trio, the 
Quintet in G major, the First Clarinet Sonata, the Clarinet Quintet 
are among the glories of chamber music. The Haydn and the 
Paganini Variations, like strings of matched pearls; the symphonies, 
whose human exaltation is less often marred by exaggeration than 
made firm and triumphant by restraint; the oceanic Piano Concerto 
in B fiat; these are the largeness of Brahms, to be taken for what 
they are and cherished for that largeness. They are not impaired 
by saying of them what they are not. And there is one further 
category in which the art of Brahms surpasses criticism, his works 
of love and the music written for his friends, the Schumann Vari
ations for piano solo and piano duet, the waltzes, the beloved vol· 
umes of the songs, the choral works, the ponderous Requiem with 
its carefully chosen non-liturgic texts, which stands with Handel's 
Messiah. These reach through his uncompromising gruff reserve 
like a grasp of hands; and their conclusion is in the two Lullabies, 
particularly that for alto with viola, and in the final acceptance of 
the thought of death, the Four Serious Songs, when the ponderous
ness of the Requiem yields at last to faith. These idealize that other 
warmer life where Brahms was always guest, the devoted homely 
intimacy of the Schumann's, a life of children and folk naturalness 
outside the coffeehouse acquaintanceships and weekly visits to the 
other side of town by which Brahms was excluded from the full 
surrender of the heart. When one has finished being angry at the 
faults of Brahms one can only return love to his love. The final 
worth of such a creator is not in his life or largeness or in affirma
( Continued on page 45) 
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CINEMA 
THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER, RKO 
Satire, one of the more robust forms of humor, has not been tried 
too often on the screen, and when tried has not succeeded too well. 
The names of such films as The Million Dollar Legs and Beggar 
on Horseback come to mind as classic examples of American film 
satire, as well as limited portions of Modem Times and Mr. Deeds 
Goes to Town . The reason that satire has been shunned by film 
makers seems to stem from the same reason that makes producers 
assume that film audiences have twelve year old minds, a myth 
exploded time and time again by all sorts of polls and box office 
checks, but one which still seems to persist. 
The Farmer's Daup;hter is the most recent example of film satire 
and is strongly reminiscent of some parts of Frank Capra at his 
best, and Mr. Deeds Goes to Town notably. The story of the young 
Minnesotan who goes to the big city with lots of stamina and a 
Swedish accent (Loretta Young) and becomes a downstairs maid 
for a political shot and his mother (Joseph Cotten and Ethel Barry
more) is one jammed with good satirical possibilities. Some of 
these possibilities are realized, notably scenes dealing with political 
rallies, both those of the 'ins' (the good party) and the 'outs' (the 
bad party). Aside from these wonderful fun-poking sequences 
where political hacks make impassioned political speeches, and 
the sound that comes out is a rare blend of Washington gobbledy
dook and a harangue in ancient Aramaic recorded backwards, there 
is little else that is genuinely satirical. But the reviewer has learned 
to be grateful for small favors, and this is well enough. 
The Farmer's Daughter for all its slickness and expert handlino- in 
the thin veneer departments is good, wholesome comedy. And ~ntil 
something better comes along we'll stick to this one and say it's 
a fine comedy and its makers deserve thanks. 
ODD MAN OUT, Arthur J. Rank, U-1 Release 
Any reference to the fact that London studios are now outclassing 
Hollywood film factories is, of course, a repetition of what a score 
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of other reviewers have said, and also a distortion of fact. The 
fact of the matter is that we still don't see the bad ones, and 
English reviews in England's "Kinematographer's Weekly" and 
other trade publications are seeing and lambasting them all the 
time. But Arthur J. Rank's latest offering, Odd Man Out, with 
James Mason and Leslie Banks, is definitely one of the finest pic
tures yet to come out of England, and one of the finest films of 
this or any year. 
Comparison with Liam O'Flaherty's The Informer will be imme
diate and widespread. The stories are basically the same: a man 
commits a crime and spends the next eight or ten hours eluding 
the police, his friends, his enemies and learns a lot about how 
base and how wonderful mankind can be. In the case of the picture 
which John Ford produced and directed, Victor MacLaglen was an 
informer who turned his friend in, and who was hunted down by 
members of the Black and Tan as well as other revolutionaries. 
In Odd Man Out James Mason and three other companions rob a 
factory accounting department, escape and kill a man during the 
escape. Three of the men make good their getaway, and Mason, 
the wounded killer, spends the next eight hours eluding the Glas
gow police. 
W~at makes this _picture, and Great Expectations such thoroughly 
enioyable entertainment and such a fine film are the minor char
acters, enacted in part by members of the Irish Gate Theater. A 
Hollywood producer made the point in conversation that Great 
Expectations was as good as it was because England had. such fine 
character actors, forgetting (we'll be generous,) of course, that 
the characters were created in the first place by writers, and acted 
out _by actors. Odd Man Out has a similar army of small players
a vicar, a toady, a drunken artist, a dissolute medical student a 
whorehouse madame, a cabby, a police captain, an old crone, . t'wo 
middle-aged biddies and a rabbit-hearted husband among many 
others-and these parts are played to perfection. 
Odd _Man Out i~ more than a motion picture; it is a visual and 
emotional experience, and the audience lives every minute of those 
eight hours of hunted freedom which James Mason endures. Much 
of the vitality of the picture must be credited to the screen writers 
and to Carol Reed, the director.-RoBERT JosEPH. 

one of the first all-modern furni

ture stores in the West, Frank 

Brothers is now the largest in South

ern California. New quarters per

mit room-size exhibits of related 

pieces. Additional facilities are a 

custom upholstery and drapery 

shop and a department for com

plete service on interiors. 

CONTEMPORARY FURNITURE by several af the world's great designers 

is available at Frank Brothers' new store 

which opened this month . 

Displays include the work of 

GEORGE NELSON 

CHARLES EAMES 

ALVAR AALTO 

GILBERT ROHDE 

ISAMU NOGUCHI 

VAN KEPPEL-GREEN 

CONSULTANTS ON INTERIORS FOR ARTS & ARCHITECTURE'S CASE STUDY HOUSE NO. 2 

2400 AMERICAN AVENUE 

LONG BEACH 6, CALIFORNIA 

Long Beach 481-37 
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PRODUCTS & PRACTICES 
Intended for independent .zone heating of any sized house, a midget 
furnace called "South Wind" is now in production by Stewart· 
Warner Corporation, 
The self-contained blower type unit has a heat output of 25,000 
BTUs per hour, usually sufficient for two and a half rooms. Weight 
is 70 pounds including cabinet, and overall dimensions are 11 x 
14 x 32 inches. It may be installed in a wall, ceiling or floor and 
requires a gas and electric connection plus fresh air intake and 
exhaust vent to an outside wall. 
The new heater burns natural, manufactured, mixed or bottled gas. 
Thermostatically controlled, it does not turn on and off, but runs 
at higher or lower capacity in accordance with the heat require· 
ments of the room. There is no pilot flame-ignition is electrical. 
Heating element is stainless steel. Vent pipe of two-inch diameter 
is sufficient. No draft is needed because a motor blows air into 
and through the fire box or combustion chamber. Tests have shown 
the small exhaust pipe can be run horizontally for a distance of 
25 feet without impairing operation. 

Spring steel venetian blinds that may be flexed apart as much as 
eight inches for window cleaning are being manufactured by The 
Kirsch Company under_ the trade name "Sunaire." The thin slats 
are S shaped, overlapping when closed for light control. They are 
finished with baked enamel in a choice of colors. Other features 
are worm gear tilting device, automatic cord stop which holds 
the blind in any position and durable interwoven tapes. 

New mill of the Simpson Logging Company at Shelton, Washing· 
ton, went into operation April 1 to manufacture insulating board 
products of Douglas fir. First runs were insulating building board 
and roof insulation. The new plant of the 52-year-old firm will 
manufacture a line including building board, plank, lath, sheathing, 
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decorative tileboard and roof insulation, to be marketed under the 
brand name "Simpson Insulating Board Products." Full produc
tion is allocated to lumber dealers in the 11 Western states for 
Western building. Thirteen distributors covering the West have 
been appointed and have received first shipments. Simpson also 
will manufacture a perforated tile known as Simpson Acoustical 
Tile. Eleven distributor-applicator firms have been named. 
The new products were developed by the Simpson research labora
tory which discovered that Douglas fir , grown on the 240,000-acrc 
Simpson tree farm and other timber holdings in the rain belt of 
the Olympic mountains, produce an exceedingly long and stout 
fiber. When properly processed in manufacture this long fiber 
results in an insulating board of unusual strength and high thermal 
value. Douglas fir wood is carefully sorted and all bark or rot is 
removed before chipping. Simpson is the only company using all 
Douglas fir in the manufacture of insulating board and acoustical 
tile. 
The acoustical tile has high sound-absorption ' value due to the 
Douglas fir fibers and clean drilled perforations: 484, to the 12xl2 
inch unit. Tile and bevel are finished in oyster white. The tile is 
made in two sizes, 12 x 12 inch and 12 x 24, inch, and in thick
nesses of 1/z, % and % of an inch. Insulating board pr~ducts are 
made in standard sizes and thicknesses. Building board, decorative 
tileboard and plank are finished one side in oyster white. 

The new Simpson products will be distributed by the following 
firms: Arizona Sash, Door & Glass Company, Phoenix and Tucson; 
California Builders' Supply Company, Oakland, Sacramento and 
Fresno; California Panel & Veneer Company, Los Angeles; on
tinental Lumber Company, Boise; Elliott Bay Lumber Company, 
Seattle and Everett; Exchange Lumber and Manufacturing Com
pany, Spokane; Frost Hardwood Lumber Company, San Diego; 
Lumber Dealers, Incorporated, Denver, Pueblo and Billings; Charles 
E. Sand Plywood Company. Portland; Simpson Industries, Incor
porated, Los Angeles and Shelton; Utah Lumber Company, Salt 

(Continued on page 39) 
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ADEQUATE WIRING MEANS --- -~CONVENIENCE 

., , , ,, , ...... 
. : ;;;:: ; ;. ,-. ·. ~: ; :::::. •• " .. 

When a home is properly wired, full accommoda
tion is provided for all the comforts and conven

iences of electrical living. Plenty of wire, outlets 

and switches are ready and waiting for every elec

trical appliance or service the owner desires now or 
in future. Modern living calls for adequate home 

wiring! 
Edison customers-and architects and contractors 

planning new homes for them-are invited to call 

on Edison's Better Homes Department for assis

tance in preparing wiring layouts. There 1s no 

charge or obligation. 

Edison's Lioc klet ''Electricity in Your Home Plans" 
has more than 100 useful electrical home ideas. For 
a free copy, write to Southern California EdiEon Com
pany, P. 0. Box 315, Los Angeles 53 . 

• 
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MOTOROLA INC. • 

ARTS & ARCHITECTURE CHOSE MOTOROLA 65T21B 

The Case Study house program of Arts & Architecture 

is a spectacular success. The public, we hear, is tremen

dously excited and housing experts from coast to coast 

have indicated that "These are the homes of tomorrow 

... livable, lovable and economical . .. " 

Motorola Radios have been an integral part of the 

furnishings scheme of the designers responsible for the 

Case Study homes because Motorola radios are ... to 

quote a member of the Arts & Architecture staff . . . "The 

finest commercial radios we have ever seen." 

Dealers everywhere are displaying and demonstrating 

the complete line of Motorola Radios ... the perfect 

gift for every occasion. 

CHICAGO 51, ILLINOIS 
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QUALITY I BS 5 

ANNOUNCES the creation and manufacture of a superior, sound-absorbing 
acoustical tile- manufactured in the West and allocated for Western building. 

Extensh·e tests lune pro•·en that under special pro
cessing the long, tough fibers of Douglas fir pro
d uc·e material which possesses extremely high 
sound-absorbing qualities. For this reason, Simpson 
tedmicians haYe seleded these fibers in creating the 
new Simpson Acoustical Tile. 

1. Pn/oration.~ clean-drilled. Into each square tile 
ar" drilled 48-l holes, each hole having clean Pdge and 
a smooth, round wall. Perforations will withstand repeated 
painting without clogging or filling or impairing the aeons· 
tirnl rnluc. 

2. llevels painted. The entire exposed surface of the 
tile ... includini: hc\'elled edges ..• is finished in at
tractirn oyster-white. 

3. Greater sound-absorbing coefficient. Tests prove 
a remarkably hii:h dci:rce of acoustical eflic ienry and high 
tlll'rrnal insulatini: 11ualitit>s. 

'" \I. 

DISCUSS THIS NEW ACOUSTICAL TILE WITH YOUR NEAREST SIMPSON DISTRIBUTOR-APPLICATOR 

ANGELES INDUSTRIES 
984 McGorry Street, Los Angeles, 
Cal if., Phone Vandike 1783 

CE>NSOLIDATED ROOFING 
& SUPPLY CO. 

ELLIOTT BAY LUMBER CO. 
600 W. Spokane St., Seattle, 
Wash., Phone Elliott 8080 

EXCHANGE LUMBER & 
MANUFACTURING CO. 

520 South 7th Ave nue, Phoenix, P.O. Box 1514 , Spokane 7, Wash. 
Ariz., Phone 47888 Phone Glenwood 1621 

LUMBER DEALERS, INC. 
1301 Wazee St ., Denver 17, Colo . 
Phone Tabor 6141 

LUMBER DEALERS, INC. 
423 No. 33rd ., Billings, Montono. 
Phone 3911 

UTAH LUMBER COMPANY 
333 W. I st So., Solt lake City 9, 
Utah, Phone 4-4318 

VAN ARSDALE-HARRIS CO. 
595 Fifth St., San Francisco 7, 
Calif., Phone Exbrook 4404 

ROSE CITY FLOOR 
CONTINENTAL LUMBER CO. FROST HARDWOOD LUMBER CO. II. INSULATING CO. 

P.O. Box 2042, Boise, Idaho 
Phone 450 

Market at State, Son Diego, 
Calif., Phone F·7224 

WOOD FIBER DIVISION • SIMPSON 

Railway Exchange Building, Port
land, Ore ., Phone Atwater 6444 

OGGING COMPANY 
Plant at Shelton, Washington • Sales Division 1010 White Building, Seattle 1, Washington 
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on 
QUALITY 18 SS 

- an old <>stablished name in western log{{ing and lumbering announces the complc· 

tiun of a new, 1no<lern plant at Shelton, Washington, for the manufacture of a better 

line of INSULATING BOARD PRODUCTS 

• INSULATING BUILDING BOARD 

• INSULATING TILEBOARD 

• INSULATING PLANK 

• INSULATING SHEATHING 

• INSULATING LATH 

I:\ the rain belt of the Olympic Mountains, 
nature prodtu·cs the in .. omparablc Dmq.das lir 
who!"-C wood fiber:-. arc Ion~, ~trong anti toui;h. 
Extcn>i\'C experiments and te't' by the Sim1>son 
Rescar"h Laborator~· ha\'C pron·n the"e Ion~, 
toug-h fihcr~ will pru<lucc a stronger, stouter 
iu:--11lati11~ hoanl. :\!'i a rc.!'<uh of these tc~ts , 
skillc·d Simpson tc .. lmil'ian" ha\'c ercatcd a 
t'omplete line of insulating hoard pro<luets of 
"'pcrior stn·n~th and thermal nil11cs ... for 
lion1c, uflit·c and i1ulu~tr~ . 

. \ new 111111kr11 plant at Shelton, \Vashin~ton, 
hontl" of n1an~· other Sin1p~o11 intlustric ... !-iince 
lB9:>, now pro<l11ee" these 1wwl~·-de"eloped 
Sin1pson in:-;ulatinµ: prndtu·t!"i. 

ENTIRE PRODUCTION ALLOCATED TO WESTERN DEALERS FOR WESTERN BUILDING 
Discuss Your Needs with the Simpson Distributors Listed Here, or Write Direct. 

ARIZONA SASH, DOOR 
& GLASS CO. 
52 1 S. 9th Ave., Phoenix, Ariz. 
Phone 3-3151 

CALIFORNIA BUILDERS' 
SUPPLY CO. 
700 Sixth Ave., Oak land 4, Calif. 
Phone Highgate 6015 

CALIFORNIA BUILDERS' 
SUPPLY CO. 
19th & S Sis., Socromento 1'4, Calif. 
Phone 2-07B8 

CALIFORNIA PANEL 
& VENEER CO. 
955-967 So. Alameda St., Los 
Angeles, Calif., Phone Trinity 0057 

CONTINENTAL LUMBER CO. 
P. 0. Box 2042, Boise, Idaho 
Phone 450 

ELLIOTT BAY LUMBER CO. 
600 W. Spokone St., Seattle, 
Wash., Phone Elliott 8080 

EXCHANGE LUMBER & MANU
FACTURING CO . 
P. 0. Box 1514, Spokane 7, Wosh. 
Phone Glenwood 1621 

FROST HARDWOOD LUMBER CO. 
327-29 W. Market St., Son Diego, 
Calif., Phone F-7224 

LUMBER DEALERS, INC. 
1301 Wazee St., Denver 17, Colo . 
Phone Tabor 6141 

LUMBER DEALERS, INC. 
423 Na. 33rd, Billings, Montana 
Phone 3911 

CHAS. E. SAND PLYWOOD CO. 
1106 N.W. 16th Ave., Portland, 
Ore., Phone Atwater 6421 

SIMPSON INDUSTRIES, INC. 
1610 E. Washington Blvd., Los An· 
geles, Calif ., Phone Prcspect 6183 

SIMPSON INDUSTRIES, INC. 
She lton 1 Wash., Phone Shelton 611 

UTAH LUMBER CO. 
333 W. 1st So., Salt lake City ~. 
Uloh, Phone 4-4318 

VAN ARSDALE-HARRIS CO. 
595 Fifth St., Son Francisco 7, 
Calif., Phone Exbrook 4404 

WESTERN DOOR & SASH CO. 
5th & Cypress St., Oakland 7, CaVif. 
Phone Templebar 8400 

WOOD FIBER DIVISION• SIMPSON LOGGING COMPANY 
J>la11t at Sheltu11, Jr'as/1irrgtu11 • Sales Vit•isiu11 1010 White B11ildi11g , Seatt/1> 1, Washington 
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* Van Keppel-Green 
Incorporated 

*MODERN IN MET AL 
e TUBULAR STEEL IN THREE 
COLORS, BOUND WITH WHITE 
COTTON YACHT CORD. QU ICK 
DRYING IN ALL WEATHER EXPO
SURES AND AROUND SWIMMING 
POOLS. EASILY CLEANED WITH 
SOAP AND BLEACH IF NECESSARY. 
FOURTEEN PIECES MAKE UP THE 
COMPLETE LINE. AVAILABLE IM
MEDIATELY AS OPEN STOCK. 

e ON DISPLAY . MUSEUM OF 
MO DERN ART, NEW YORK. AL
BRIGHT ART GALLERY, BUFFALO. 
AKRON ART INSTITUTE, AKRON 0. 

AVAILABLE e GUMPS, SAN FRANCISCO, CARMEL, HONOLULU. ROBERT KASPER, SAN FRANCISCO. 
FRANK BROS., LONG SEACH. BIGGARS, PASADENA. RANDALL OSBURN, JR., SAN CARLOS. EMERY-BIRD
THAYER, KANSAS CITY. WM. A. BERNOUDY, FORSYTHE WALK, CLAYTON MO., RICH'S, ATLANTA. 
T. EATON., LTD., TORONTO, MONTREAL, WINNEPEG. OR WRITE VAN KEPPEL-GREEN, FOR ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION. 

VAN KEPPEL-GREEN INCORPORATED 9529 SANT A MONICA BL VD., BEVERLY HILLS 



KEEP YOUR EYE ON 

NEOTRON has been nierit specified by Richard J. Ne 
for use in Arts r.:> Architecture's Case Study House 
21 - one of the most important houses this g 
architect has designed. Thus NEOTRON, long-heralde 
much-discussed among architects, is now to be pre 

self-surfacing plastic panel, is a handsome and practical 
decoration and surfacing material of many uses. Wherever 
color, cleanliness and enduring beauty are required, 
NEOTRON is ideal. Born of wartime research and proved 
for five years, NEOTRON fulfills every promise of a richer, 
better life in a postwar world . Here are brief facts: in a model installation. (jJ N EOTRON, the new la 

N E 

--
--

use 

man y solid colors-muted and 
beauty ... gay patterns . . . 

reproductions of rare woods . . . 
arbles . . . variety of finishes 

nly enlarge the scope of the dc
stimula te the creative ability of 

ect, but open many possibilities to 
er and bring warm pleasure to the 

lation is simple . NEOTRON panels may 
lied over existing walls or tables, or 

cd into new homes or buildings. 
RON is easily bonded to any surface 
super-strength adhesives developed and 

ed during the war. Architectural ef-

fects are unlimited . . .- joints are minimized 
. .. installation costs are reduced .. . as full 
use can be made of N E OTRON panel sizes up 
to 4' x 8' . Moulded corners, joints, caps and 
bases of the same design-or in contrasting 
colors-arc also available. 

N E OTRON is unusually resistant to water, 
chemicals, heat and stains-and impervious 
to grease. Boiling water, sour milk, food 
acids and alkaline cleaners do not affect it. 
N E OTRON is not just a coated surface, but 
is resin -impregnated throughout and "poly
treated" for permanence . .. your assurance 
of enduring beauty and maintenance-free 
service for years and years . 

• 

EOTRON was made for you. Plan to use NEOTRON panels in your bath
oms, kitchens, offices, hospitals, corridors, restaurants, dens-any place 
here beauty, warmth and permanence are essential. For detailed infor
ation, installation specifications, or questions about special orders, write 

MACROLYN, lNc., 410 Holmes Road, P. 0. Box 6524, Houston 5, Texas. 
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THE SELF-SURFACING PANEL 
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COCKTAIL TABLES 38" IN DIAMETER IN MYRTLE WOOD WITH MAHOGANY BASE. CAN BE ORDERED IN ANY 

WOOD OF YOUR CHOICE . INLAY AFTER EDWARD BUK ULREICH. PRICE F IVE HUNDRED DOLLARS EACH 



FROM CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 

EDUCATIONAL~ SCIENTIFIC AND CUI~TURAL ORGANIZATION 

THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE STATES PARTIES TO THIS CONS
TITUTION ON BEHALF OF THEIR PEOPLES DECLARE that since 
wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the de
fences of peace must be constructed; 

that ignorance of each other's ways and lives has been a common cause, 
throughout the history of mankind, of that suspicion and mistrust be
tween the peoples of the world through which their differences have all 
too often broken into war; 

that the great and terrible war which has now ended was a war made 
possible by the denial of the democratic principles of the dignity, equal
ity and mutual respect of men, and by the propagation, in their place, 
through ignorance and prejudice, of the doctrine of the inequality of 
men and races; 

that the wide diffusion of culture, and the education of humanity for 
justice and liberty and peace are indispensable to the dignity of man and 
constitute a sacred duty which all the nations must fulfill in a spirit of 
mutual assistance and concern; 

that a peace based exclusively upon the political and economic arrange· 
ments of governments would not be a peace which could secure the 
unanimous, lasting and sincere support of the peoples of the world, 
and that the peace must therefore be founded, if it is not to fail, upon 
the intellectual and moral solidarity of mankind. 

FOR THESE REASONS, the States parties to this Constitution, believing 
in full and equal opportunities for education for all, in the unrestricted 
pursuit of objective truth, and in the free exchange of ideas and knowl
edge, are agreed and determined to develop and increase the means of 
communication between their peoples and to employ these means for the 
purposes of mutual understanding and a truer and more perfect knowl
edge of each other's lives; 

IN CONSEQUENCE WHEREOF they do hereby create the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization for the pur
pose of advancing, through the educational and scientific and cultural 
relations of the peoples of the world, the objectives of international 
peace and of the common welfare of mankind for which the United 
Nations Organization was established and which its Charter proclaims. 

ill JIU88 i1ig 
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The pa inting • of Per le Fine hav& an intuitive three-dimentional quality although he r basic ap
proach i• two-dimensional. Thi• conce pt ste ms from th e ide a taught by tho Cubists that stati c 
and unequal balance must tak e p lac e in the same picture . Her painting may sta rt w ith a 
form idoa or a color idea but it is th e qua lify ing of these form s, th e pla ying b a ck and forth 
be tween form and space whic h brings about th e fina l express ion th e picture takes . Th is 
st ruggle to attain gre at er expans ion and perce ption invo lves a d e struction of the sta tic and a 
se arch to estab lish it again to ach ie ve a se nse of tre mendou s space and e normous form . He r 
canvones which of ne ceuity are conce ntric at th e sam e tim e e vok e a fee ling of e cce ntr icity 
and expan•ion of form and de pth. The sensation that thi s is atta ine d th rough th e stability or 
constancy of the right-angl e is th e re or a ll wou ld be chaos. 
To Pe rle Fine , mod e rn art is a con scious art and a very comp lica ted phe nom e no n. It de mand s 
that th e a rtist have erudition and at th e same tim e ea se of e x e cution . This con com e about 
on ly with a thorough knowl edg e and con stant p racti se of the laws of painting , e nrich ed by 
exp e ri e nc:ng th e be aty and dram a in na ture, th e poe try and pure ma gic of color. He re she 
finds he r springboard , bu t from th e mom e nt th e painting is be gun , the arti st be com e:. its slav e . 
Th e canvas d icta tes what is wanted he re , needed th ere . From th e n on th e a rtis t explores, 
bui lds, de stroys and b uilds an e w . Fina ll y th e imag e - strong e, my ster ious-eme rge s, off ering u s. 
new and d elightful paua g e into anothe r w orld.-BENJAMIN BALDWIN . 
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NUMBER KEY 

9. Rehearsal room 

11 . Auditorium 

14. Control Rooms 

15. Wagon State storag 
(on edge) 

21. Main Performanc 
Stctge 

22. Grid area for shiftin1 
hanging scenery 

23. Rehearsal and experi 
mental productio1 
stage 

24. Painting and riggin! 
area 

25. Wagon •tage area 

26. Dance rehearsal 

29. Co•tume studio an1 
office 

34. Kitchen 

35. Green room 

37. Carpenter shop 

38. Scene workshop 

t' 
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New Theater Forms for A .rt and Education 

By ARCH LAUTER ER 
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The conventionol scenery hoisting mechanism with its lofty gridiron (90 feet is the ideal 
height usually recommended for the average size stage) has resulted in that all too well 
known arrangements of all the other workinig parts of the theatre. With perpendicular 
grid mechanism requiring elaborate and expensive counter weighing devices, fly galler
ies and loading racks it becomes the pattern to arrange all other areas around the lower 
needed for housing this mochinery. This results in the stage-supposedly the chief pro
perty of the' actor and director-becoming the cross roads of all the attendant activities 
of production. And due to limiting the final point of all production work to this single 
stage space the actor is usually forced off the stage at the crucial period just before 
dress rehearsals so that the designer, electrician, stage carpenter, stage manager and 
crew can discover what they have done and what they can do about it. Meanwhile 
the play is actually still in the hands of the ev:cted actors in spite of all the artists and 
craftsmen now occupying the stage. 
This theatre plan with its unconventionol scene shifting mechanism corrects some of 
those fau lts that pertain to the problem of acting and rehearsal . The entire plan is 
prompted by a recognition of the problems of training the plastic actor rather than 
devoting all attention to revolving auditoriums and stages. The transverse gridiron 
about which this theatre is planned gives working floor space rather Iran the old aerial 
storage space. 
This transverse gridiron extends over four stage areas; 21, the main performance stage; 
22, the area into which all hanging scenery is shifted from stage 21 and 23; 23, a 
rehearsal stage equipped with all production facilities so t hat lighting, music and set
ting can be gradually added lo the acting without expelling the actor from the stage; 24, 
a stage space where scenery is installed for' shifting without interfering with rehearsals. 
This area is also used for painting. This is done on the boomerangs (moving platforms) 
which are also used in rigging the hanging scenery to the transverse grid. 
This combination of four stages and one combined wagon stage space-rehearsal 
area affords several advantages over the single floor space of one stage. 
First: The speed and ease with which a production can be moved from one stage to 
another means that all public performances can be given on the main stage-this in 
turn results in but a single auditorium, lobby, lounge, men and women rooms and box 
office being required-financially, in both initial cost and upkeep, this results in con
siderable savings. 
Second: The rehearsal and experimental production stage with their identical production 
facilities give a valid test to all experimentals. G'raduate students producing their own 
projects would not be forced to approximate a "real" production, in either acting, 
staging or lighting. Educationally, this provides a sound laboratory for projects and 
experiments. 
Third: Here with sufficient rehearsal space and two stages, one occupied by play In 
performance and the other by acting and production rehearsals, one play need not be 
favored at the exepense of the other. This theatre plan allows a greater development 
toward that sound idea of repertory. · 
Fourth: It allows the acting, that most important element of theatre to go on undis
turbed and further more- it permits the other artists in the theatre to perfect their work 
in relation to the acting, through gradual addition of the various production elements 
to the rehearsals. This is a most essential point in the development toward creative 
theatre . 
On the plan· of the second floor there is shown by dotted lines a typical floor plan for 
a semi-naturalistic scene and another for a screen or achiteclural setting. It is easy 
to see how either style of staging may be designed so· as to relate to aulitorium at 
the same lime that the actors are actually playing in the auditorium. This playing area 
is made valuable because of the truly plastic lighting available from the side louvres 
in the a uditorium combined with the drop lightng from the hause bridge. The quality 
of light on this forestage can be identical to that of the area behind the proscenium. 
Not only may this stage serve the realistic drama by making it appear less a picture 
suspended in space but through the use of the proscenium units ii can be transformed 
into a plastic stage space. With the addition of a curtain operated on a traveler behind 
the proscenium units we have a stage with five (5) entrances for the actor; with a 
simple screen formation as shown on plan, a stage 36' deep with nine· (9) entrances 
is provided. 



Fig. 2 
Sight lines in stadium type theatre: With front cur
tain set at 15' high and back wall set 40' from 
stage front: 

A-8 . 8/ 9 of the audience can not see over 30' high. 
C. 3,4 of the audience can not see over 24' high. 
D. V3 of the audience can not see over 18' high. 
E. All of the audience can see up to 15' high . Even· 
with curtain set at 18' high (dotted line) and back 
wal l set 40' from stage front: Only 1;.. of the au
dience can see over 30' high. 

Fig. 3 
In generally prescribed stagehouse an area of 60' 
high, 90 1 wide and 45' deep is devoted almost en~ 
tir~ly to storage and means of shifting scenes-(A) 
One·quarter of that cube, 30' high, 45 1 wide and 
45' deep is sufficient to serve this purpose with 
transverse grid-(B). 

Fig. 4 
In the conventional stagehouse with dimension 
usually recommended, we have 4050 sq. ft . of floor 
space for acting, working on production and stack
ing. If the cube was sliced in three, giving a maxi
mum height of 30' to the stage, the cubage would 
produce a form 270' long by 45' wide. Total cubage 
of block-364,5001 Total sq. ft. of construction. 
walls, floor and ceiling-approximately 32,000. 

Fig. 5 
New arrangement of this space-9675 sq. ft. of 
floor space for acting, production and stacking. 
Total cubage of block-292,00QI Total sq . ft. of 
construction, walls, floor, and ceiling-approxi
mately 34,000! 

A. Spdce for wagon stages, stacking of scenery 
and furniture from Performance Stage B. B. Per
formance Stage . . 8 1

• Loft for act curtain and fire 
curtain (asbestos) . C., Hanging space for drops, 
curtains, scenery and lights for Stages B and D. 
0. Production Rehearsal Stage. E. Space for wag.on 
stages, stacking of scenery and furniture from Re
hearsal Stage D. F: Proscenium openi ng 20' x 30' . 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Fig. 1 
Sight lines for balcony type theatre: With front 
curtain set at 15' high and back wall set 40' from 
stage front ~ 

A-B. 5/ 6 of the audience can not see over 30' high . 
C. 3,4 of the audience can not see over 24' high. 
D. 2/J of the audience can not see over 19 ' high. 
E. VJ of the audience can not see over 16' high . 
F. 1/6 of the audience can not see over 11' high . 
Even with front curtain set at 18' high (dotted line) 
and back wall set 40' from stage front: Only 113 of 

The designing of a theatre as a work of art in architecture, and 
a working place for the creation of art in theatre must be accepted 
as a double responsibility. This must be accepted and shared by 
theatre artists and architects. The knowledge, skills, imaginations 
and resources of theatre and architecture must be pooled if we 
1·: ould arrive at a creative solution. The· history of theatre archi
tecture in America in the repeated story of the architect relying 
on a seventeenth century theatre plan as found on Broadway, 
as the prototype for his designing, and of the theatre artists' 
acceptance of this unserviceable building. 
Many well grounded and spirited criticisms have been leveled 
against the theatre architecture of this century. Hiram Moderwell 
in his "The Theatre of Today", published in 1914, said, following 
a careful analysis of our theatre buildings, "The modern theatre 
building is an archaism." Edith J_ R. Isaacs, in her firmly written 
introduction to "Architecture for the New Theatre", published in 
1935 by Theatre Arts Magazine, said, " .. - new methods of play
writing demanding from ten to twenty quick changes of scene 
instead of an ordered form of three or four acts, and such scientific 
developments as air conditioning, sound projection, acoustical as
surance, and indirect lighting have united with the transfer of 
architectural emphasis from exterior design to inner function to 
stress the fact that the theatre as we know it is not good and is 
neither true nor beautiful." Despite these and many more strong 
criticisms, design of theatre, especial! y of the stage-the raison 
d'etre of theatre-has not altered one jot fundamentally since that 
first stinging criticism by Moderwell. There have been slight 
changes and alterations within the old plan, in the interests of 
stage machinery used for moving scenery, but nothing that came 
direct from a concern about the drama and the actor. 
What is 20th century about our present-day theatre architecture? 
Consider that theatre. Let it be a university or civic theatre, for 
these are our great concern today. In these buildings, not only is 
theatre produced, but more importantly, it is here that the people 
are being educated and trained as the artists, craftsmen and audi
ence of our future theatre, even to that of the 21st century! What 
do we see, almost without exception, as we look at the interior of 
this theatre? A large symmetrically designed building, sometimes 
Romanesque, sometimes Classical or even Gothic in style, domi
nated by an enormous blind monolith called the stagehouse. Senti
mental critics of modern architecture call this tower the declaration 
of the function of the building. Nonsense! The stagehouse is pri
marily and almost exclusively a storage place for scenery. Perhaps 
-and no more than perhaps-justified in the crowded, expensive 
land areas of a metropolis. That outstanding sign of a present-day 
theatre is truly an expression of the 17th century thought and func
tion-not the 20th. 
The eight story stagehouse, towering above the landscape of many 
a campus, is a monument to the lack of thought by our theatre 
artists and architects. They have failed to concern themselves with 
the fundamental reasoning concerning (Continued on Page 40) 



GYORGY KEPES 

The dynamic basis of human beings is to form whatever 
situation they face into an integrated whole. Without order
ing his reactions man cannot proceed to a new situation. 
Without ordering his physical environment he cannot sLLr

. vive. His creative capacity to construct his environment 
in terms of his needs, that is, to work 01Lt a relative eqzdl
ibrium, is the very foundation of his exsistence. 

Vision is a key example of this creative act of integration. 
The eye faces a turmoil of light stimulations; light rays 
impingeing on the retina have no intrinsic order as siich ; 
it is the dynamic need and tendency of the mind to find 
an order which transforms the sensuous basic into mean
ingful unities. 

Vision, the orderer, receives its scope and scale from that 
which it orders. Visual experience is made up from the 
elements of the visible world around us. The strength, 
richness and order of our visual forms depend on the nature 
of our visual surroundings. 

If man sees a world around him in which the organic 
rhythm of nature's growth is revealed; where colors, forms 
and movements are expressions of organic events, then his 
vision becomes true vision of reality based on a healthy 
foundation which Walt Whitman called the "primal sanities 
of nature". If the primal sanities of nature manifested by 
the variety of natural forms and events are absorbed through 
his vision, he is led to see, to look and demand for them in 
the reshaping of his own man-made world. 

Today we have lost this natural guidance, because we are 
embedded in a "second nature", in a man-shaped environ· 
ment which could not grow natuarlly because it was inter
cepted and twisted by one-sided economic considerations. 
The appearance of things no longer reveals their nature
images take forms- forms cheat functions-/ unctions are 
robbed of their natural sources-human needs. Urban land· 
scapes, buildings with counterfeit insides and fake outsides, 
offices and factories, objects for use, the packaging of goods, 
the posters, the advertising in our newspapers, our clothes, 
our gestures, our physiognomy are without visual integrity. 
The world man has constructed is without sincerity, with
out scale, without cleanliness- twisted in space, without 
light and cowardly in color. It combines a mechanically 
precise pattern of the details within a formless whole. It 
is oppresive in its fake monumentality, it is degrading in 
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its petty fawning manner of decorative face lifting. Man 
living in this false environment and injured emotionally 
and intellectually by the terrific odds of a chaotic society, 
cannot avoid having his sensibilities, the fozmdation of his 
creative faculty , impaired. 

A man whose faculties are impaired narrows his world. 
He achieves a relative equilibrium in his environment only 
by artificially shrinking it in proportion to his difficulties. 
This impaired capacity is further characterized by lack of 
ability to make experience coherent. Today because this 
Jailing expresses itself as an inability to bring sensuous, 
emotional and intellectual levels of experience to a single 
focus, a diffused image without cohesion prevents man's 
movements from one situation to another. 

To bring direction and order to this formlessness we need 
to regain the health of our creative faculties, and not the 
least, of our visual sensibilities. As the nourishment of 
our vision is adulterated its only chance to regain health 
is to fast until the poison is digested, and until it restores 
its integrity. This was exactly what twentieth century 
visual art aimed at and partially achieved. Losing confi· 
dence in the adulterated visual surroundings, artists re· 
strained themselves from using the visible world as their 
material. They returned to the only genuine visual source, 
which still kept the sanities of nature, to the creative ten· 
dency of the eye, to see visual "wholes". Painters and 
sculptors, because of their distrust of their familiar sur· 
roundings, cleaned their respective media of everything which 
in the least resembled these surroundings. In their con
sistent search they reached a truth which they called the 
"plastic truth'', an integrated vision, realized in terms of the 
material in which they worked. This vision, becoming nature 
again because of its organic quality, must now re-enter our 
physical environment. Order, structural unity, must guide 
the shaping of our surroundings since, by shaping it can 
restore them to true nature again-a higher nature becau$e 
they are impregnated with human understanding. A visual 
control of the environment guided by healthy vision, would 
give man not only a sounder physical setting but also what 
is as important, it would reinstate his creative continuity, 
and thus increase his stature. Instead of giving a sheer 
palpability of usefulness through its genuine visual forms , 
this new environment could generate a new imagery, a new 
symbolic form of basic human values. 

• From a Statement by Gyorgy Kepes . Princeton University Bicentennial Conference "Planning Man's Physical Environment." 



26 1 RECEPTION SPACE 

2 RECEPTIONIST & FILES 

3 STENOGRAPHERS 

4 WOMEN 

5 OFFICES 

6 RENTAL SPACE 

7 KITCHEN 

8 LOUNGE 

9 LIBRARY 

10 OFFICES 

11 MEN 

12 BALCONY 

PROJECT FOR A SMALL OFFICE BUILDING 
By Gregory Ain, A. I. A., Joseph Johnson and Alfred Day, Collaboratin~ 
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This office building for a group of lawyers was to be bui lt on a forty 

foot wide lo t in downtown Los Ange les . A rental space uses most of 

the front footage . Al l of the areas devoted to the use of the attorneys 

and their staff open onto patios. On the extreme r ig ht is a door to a 

passage into the enclosed patio. On the left, a space twelve feet wide 

and twenty-s ix fee t deep forms an e ntry court under the second floor . 

Ultra violet li ght from concea led ceiling fi x tur es keep> the unsunned 

plants ali ve and hea lt hy . The front g lass wa ll of the re cept ion room 

faces onto the covered ent ry court, and the side glass wa ll conti nues 

beyo nd the corner and frames in t he opening into the e nclosed patio. 

Th is is fill ed with obscure g lass a nd becomes a source of light for the 

tunne led entry. The re is p lant ing at the base of the screen on each side. 

The o ut side stair is made of thin steel plates we lded into narrow run• 

ner channe ls wi th a si ngle pipe handrail w hich turns into a balcony 

rail. The repeat pattern of the blade-like treads add inte rest to the 

blank stucco wal l. The open construct io n of the steps a ll ows plenty of 

light to reac h the p lants a nd screen lo the e ntry court. 

The enclosed patio becomes a lig ht and air well from w hich a ll adja

ce nt room s borro w spaciousness and around w hich office activ it ies re 

volve. The facing w all s are most ly g la ss interrupted with a minimum 

number of str uct ural members. The balcony off the lib rary has a door 

at one en d into a large lounge room and at the other into a cir 

cu lation ha ll that houses the inside stair. The lounge room was de

signed for general e ntertaining and the kitchen at o ne e nd is separated 

by a bar-ca binet and a drop in ce iling heig hth . Since the kitchen area is 

w indowless a series of skylight s are introduced . An out side overhang 

at the width of the doors o n the balcony is an extension of the lowered 

ceiling of the kitchen area. The space betwee n th e library ceiling and 

the ferred balcony ro of line is fiilled wi th fixed glass and becomes a 

clearstory. 

Two of the offices open onto the e nclosed patio and the other thr ee 

offices onto the rear patio . Planting div id es the rear patio into re

crea tional space ad joining the stenographer's room and a small private 

area for the downstairs office . All of the outside paving is laid in four 

foot sq uares which is the mod ul e for the entire structure . 

/ 
./ 
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EAST ELEVATION 



iMALL HOUSE By WAYNE PIPPIN and HENRY LEGORIO, DESIGNERS 

The plan was deve loped for a hilltop lot with the major slope away from the house in a narth easterly 

direction. The economical dry wall construction has all the framing on a four foot module which accom

modates sheet materials wth a minimum wastage. The resin bonded Douglas flr plywood used on the 

exterior wall will be painted and rubbed down to expose the grain, then sealed with clear varnish . 

The guest park ing and twa car garage are on a level below the house. A wood wall which is a con

tinuation of the lin e of the house encloses the fl at roof of the garage which becomes a service yard with 

direct access to the utility area. Next to the garage door a service door leads to a covered passage and 

stair. Other than the flat garage roof there are two single slope roofs, one over the bedroom wing and 

on e over the livi ng dining and utility area. Both roofs shed toward the back. There is fixed glan 

in the angle between the top of the doors and the roof line of the study and hall on the north side and 

the living room on the south. 

Copper pipes laid in the concrete slab furnish radiant heating. The interior walls, like the exterior, are 

to be Douglas fir plywood rubbed and !ealed. The living room and master bedroom have all glass walls 

opening onto the view terrace which is paved with redwood logs cut in sections and sunk in sand at 

floor level. The terrace is high enough above the street to have an uninterrupted view and complete privacy. 

The study may be used as a second bedroom . A planting box sits at the base of the obscure glen 

screen separat:ng the entry hall from the dining area . All of the rooms have cross ventilation . There 

is ample storage with a great many built-in cabinets throughout the house. 
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NORTH ELEVATION 

SOUTH ELEVATION 
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The Family Number 21 is still young-father, mother, a little boy, 

a little girl. Each person has an expanding future before him . 

Naturally, the children will grow up to acquire and develop their 

own sociability. Mrs. 21, like other war-restricted housewives, has 

not been able to fully indulge her avocation-that of oculptoring. 

Mr. 21, a gifted writer, has himself perhaps been the best off, as 

his work of mind and imagination needs a minimum of physical 

space. However, integrated concentration may absorb less nerv

ous energy and make it flow easier into the work in hand, if external 

interferences are controlled or kept out. This entire household, its 

economics, and ih social meaning, the potential support to be given 

to the development of the children, must depend· on the development 

of good enviornmental conditions for Mr. 21's creative work . 

He has active interest in social problems at large and in those of 

his profession in particular. He takes part in large informal dis

cussion groups, and works with motion picture rushes on a screen 

for study and comment. 

A writer who is the head of a family may feel modestly about his 

own personal needs, but they automatically must become of pivotal 

significance in the design of his home. 

The architect, absorbing these imponderable but so vital necessities, 

believes that this family may, with profit, live on two level s, and 

that even Mr. 21 himself has two strata of self expression: the with

drawn, individual writing, and the lively social intercourse of ideas . 

RICHARD J. 
NEUT RA 
(TOP RIGHT) The west patio in front of large doored master suite 
is an open air place to write or one to receive an intimate visitor 
al work . 

(BOTTOM RIGHT) Birdseye view from the east with drive entrance 
in foreground . The street circling the property permits the guest 
entrance, ful ly segregated under the trees of the upper level. 

(OPPOSITE PAGE TOP) The upper and the lower floor plan, with 
socia l and fami lial interiors upstairs and private quarters dow nstairs . 

(BOTTOM) The parents' quarters and day writing place. An inter
communication loudspeaker permits Mr. & Mrs . to talk to each other 
from here up lo kitchen and "sculpturing porch' '. 

CASE STUDY HOUSE # 21 

3 1 
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The architect resolved to segregate activities, place livng quarters 

on the upper level where things can be overlooked,-including 

the ocean to the west-and put the private life lower, where 

children can easily get out onto the level ground during the 

California days, and •o disemburden the interor of their space

taking activities. 

Naturally, a major communication was needed up and dawn. 

It is a 51raight stairway from the living quarters, al its service 

end, down to out-sitting space at the south east of the build

ing, with most of the level ground of the property in the west

erly foreground. A bathroom at the foot of this stairway wos 

placed to serve this planted patio, and especially to keep the 

children and their young friends from tramping dirty-shoed to 

washrooms in the "far interior". 

But Mr. 21 's own space, as he wished it, wa• found to become 

really three little spaces in this understory: One in the master 

suite, for work commencing late in the morning after Mrs. 21 has 

begun her housework; one in a private writing patio, under 

trees, just outside of the wide opening of a sliding door in the 

west wall of the master suite, far from the stair traffic lo the 

south east; and finally, a real, secluded, but airy den near the 

utility room, for night pounding of a portable typewriter. A 

comfortable bath and dressing room in the master suite with 

detached water closet and adjacent closet hall with an especially 

illuminated "graphics gallery," completes the plan of the lower 

story, except that a little comfortable room between stair and 

garage has been provided for possible household help or child-

den's nurse. 

The upstairs broadly expands on a plant-adorned view-terrace, 

opposite the fireplace and the bar counter of the kitchen, in 

which Mrs. 21 will not be separated from the social life of the 

living quarters. The powder room has been developed into a 

sound-proof projection booth from where pictures are focused 

onto the stairwall which serves as "sueen." 

The kitchen extends into an oversized utility room which, with its 

water supply, shelving, etc., becomes a mlniature atelier when 

Mrs. 21 turns from housewife lo sculptress. Her art activities 

are nat limited, however, to this space, but a door opens to a 

sheltered roof terrace where, w:th a step or two, she can reach 

her current work or exhibit lo her friends. 

A service ya rd is on the upper level, easily reached from the 

utility room and kitchen; children can play here also near the 

mother. An exterior stair leads down to the reversal space al 

the end of the drive which approaches the two car garage from 

the lower leg of the U-shaped public street, semi-circling the 

property. The main entrance is from the upper leg of this street 

and a guest steps into living quarters with a panoramic view 

downward in front of him. 

The house has been composed in relationship to that of friends, 

who become neighbors . Their house is adjacent, lo the south 

and, with another home under the huge old Euca ly ptus trees, 

forms a harmonious group which can ha ve a functiona l meaning 

too, as there are small ch:ldren in the two other families. 

It is clear that children create much more of a problem if kepi 

caged on separate lots. By nature gregarious, custom has been 

for thousands of years to let them be so in rural and urban 

neighborhoods. Some movable play equipment, some kind of 

constructive supervision given them in common, moy make their 

daily lives much more fun and help them grow into social beings. 

However specific the needs of this or that family's home may be, 

the typical requ:rement for result:; that outlast merely current 

problems of the day is the foresight of a carefull y penetrating 

case study, as sketched here for Fam ' ly 21 . 

(ABOV E) A th reesome of ho uses p lotte 
for harmonious combinat ion g ro u pi n~ 

an d a minimum of interferen ce. 

(BELOW) The li ving quarters extende· 
onto a plant-adorn ed view-te rrace; c 
right kitchen bar co unte r a nd sl raig f 
stair down to so uth-east pat io. 

I ~ 
I L_ 
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By BERNARD ROSENTHAL 

e It was in the poor ly lit basement of the Leicester galleries in London that I first saw a 

group showing of Henry Moore's sculpture. I had come to London for a few days leave and 

had hurried to the Gal lery, first, to see what "Flower Paintings" by Jacob Epstein would look 

like and secondly, to seek shelter from another V2 bomb that I thought would be forthcoming. 

As I entered the Gallery , Mr. Phillips, the director, took my arm and quickly suggested that 

we go to rhe basement for protection since this was no time to dally gazing at conventional 

gouache flowers by an unconventional Sculptor. When my eyes became accustomed to the 

semi-darkness, I began to see the shapes that had first impressed me in the few examples of 

Moore's work 1 had seen at the Modern Museum and the Bucholz Gallery in New York; but 

here were shelves filled with small stone carvings, lead casts and wood carvings to more than 

whet the appetite. To see one or two works by this Artist is, of course, interesting enough; 

but to be confronted, unexpectedly, by the results of a lifetime of continual experimentation, 

searching, probing-culminating in a style that, in its maturity, had freed itself of all Aca

demic and traditiona l heritages expected by the art, gave me a terrific desire not only to see 

more but also to speak directly to the Artist himself. Mr. Phillips enjoyed my interest and 

suggested that I go out to see Moore and his larger works now in progress. 

I was frank I y embarra!'sed. After rd I, you don't just walk into someone's studio without an 

invitation and announce that you're there to look. However, it was impossible to phone, so 

with Mr. Phillip's persuasion and the protection of my uniform, I took an hour's ride on the 

train to the typically English country town of Much Haddum. From there, I took the bus to 

Perry Green after missing it twice by standing on the wrong corner. 

This was as far as my directions carried me. I had thought that it would be easy to find 

England's most famous Seu I ptor, especia lly in such a small village and so I asked directions 

of the first person I met. The answer " I never heard of him" took me completely by sur

pr ise. I asked another with the same result and finally found the Post Office where I was told 

that the closest way was to walk directly to the " top of the hill", it was shorter than taking 

the road. 

Possibly shorter but not easier. I found myself walking through cow pastures, jumping fences, 

wading streams and ge lling lost in small orchards. I was completely out of breath when I 

arrived at the small group of houses near a rural road crossing. The bartender in the Pub on 

the co rner to ld me that if it was Henry Moore I was looking for. I'd find him working as always 

in hi s studio next to the yellow house across the street. 

[ was a Jillie nervous walking to the door and was about to knock when I looked through 

a nearby window lo see Moore and his wife on a back terrace. They motioned me to come 

around the side; my welcome was more like meeting an old friend. 

"Do sit and have tea- it was so good of you to come." 

I was waiting for a chance to explain who I was and why I had come but it wasn't necessary. 

Whi le his wife poured lea, Moore asked me dozens of questions concerning the present status 

of Artists and Art in the United States. He took it for granted that I was probably an artiiit 

and possibly a sculptor, otherwise, why would I have come? I admitted this and the next hour 

was taken up with shop talk of materials, tools and the availability of these in our respective 

countries. 

He spoke of the difficulties of obtaining materials during the war and the impossibility of get

ting priorities to transport them. For this reason he had turned to drawing, at first only as a 

means for generating ideas for Sculpture and, of course, as a method of study of forms in 

rocks, bones and the things of nature that were to be discovered at every turn. In the begin-

11 ing, these drawings were made to give the illusion of real sculpture but later he realized that 

a drawing cou ld never be a true substitute and he began to draw (Continued on page 40) 
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HOUSE FOR A HILLSIDE 
You'd think by now that everyone would be shy of b"ild
ing houses on hillsides since the difficulties of steep con
struction only add to the dilemma of sleep prices-and 
this in the face of more restricted use of the outdoors. 
But, no-a clear sunny day-a view, and the first of those 
notorious "Extras" in the building budget gets written off 
as "space for dreaming" and is charged up to Preventive 
Psychiatry. If hope is lo spring eternal in the human breast
some special grandeur needs to help that hope to spring! 
And, with the flat lands of our cities rapid ly vanishing be
fore the prolific multiplication of match boxes, many who 
would like to rema:n sane not on ly have lo take to the 
hills, but want to! 

This house is typical of many on our steeper Cal:fornia hill
sides. Walk out to the edge of the deck and, on a clear 
day, you can see th& ground. But still, one wants some 
place to walk! And so the Deck. The descent through the 
levels from garage to e·nlry level below with a study 
bedroom and bath (plus a teensy-weensy level garden ta 
the south), on down to the living level with its vista out 
across the Deck will produce a sense of privacy and re
moteness from intrusion that should bring pleasure and rest
fulness . 

The Kitchen opens "Bar fashion" to the Living-Dining Area 
and Servce is just across the hall connecting to a Service 
yard (again narrow, but level!) on the northwest side of 
the house. 

. " 
" .. 

-----

By FRED LANGHORST A.I.A. 
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The burner and fire -bo x ore in position and 
conn ec ted to gos lin es. Prefobricoted ports in· 
eluding regis lers ore ready for quick assembly. 

Th e oute r-casi ng and ra diat io n shi eld ore li fted 
in to ploce . Th e rise r, reg ister heod , vent pipe 
and condensation bo x ore placed in position . 

••• 

Th e pre -cu t covering that conceals he ating unit 
is ossembled by corpenter . Cold air intoke is al 
bollom and hot air register 6" below ceiling. 

ROYAL JET-FLOWout-performs 
other heating units costing three times as much 

Typica l vie w o f on insta \l orion in Kaiser Community Homes Pro ject. 

Royal Jet-Flow was especially designed and engineered to give luxury heating at a low cost. 

Royal creates on added selling point- on extra value to every home. For the Royal gives 

two-way heating- high velocity circulation plus ceiling radiat ion. The Royal circulates pure worm 

air to all ports of the house with a minimum of temperature variation from room-to-room and 
ceiling-to-floor. Independent laboratory tests, conducted in a five room house, with controlled 

outside temperature of 30° F, showed a maximum room-to-room temperature differential of 4 ° 

at a height of 60 inches. Royal Jet -Flow is available for immediate delivery-write for infor

mation and prices . 

SPECIAL FEATURES: 1. Easy to adopt into floor plans- allows architect freedom in his design . 2 . Simple inex pensive 

installation-in any type home. 3. High velocity output of 250 feet per minute achieved through use of venturi prin

ciple-in effect forced air without blower or fan . 4. Installed above floor-simplifies healing p roble ms in concrete slob 

construction. S. Heoh entire house of overage size with o minimum of temperature diff e re ntial from room·lo-room and 

ceiling-to-floor. 6. Fire-box constructed of low alloy high tensile steel for greater resistance to dete rioration . 7. Corru

gated fir e-box of even thickness-designed lo eliminate noise caused by expansion and contraction. 8. Engineered for 

safe operation-scient ifically vented, both burner and pilot valve equipped with safety lock . 9. Hot air outle t ou t of 

reach of children. 10. Attractive registers fit inconspicuously into any style of decoration . 11. Carries American 

Gos Association Seal of Approval-guaranteed. 12. Thoroughly tested-over 3000 insta ll ed and in use , 

~Send today lor charts g1v 1ng ideal home heating temperatures, and 
results of te sts conducted on forced air, space, wall, floor , and Jet-Flow 
heating units under ide ntical circu mstances by independent laboratory. 

1024 WESTMINSTER AVENUE, ALHAMBRA, CALIF ., DEPT. AC-5 

IL 19 47 RO Y AL HC:ATCRS , IN C . 

PAT, APPLIC:O f" O R. 

ROYAl 
HEATERS, INC. 
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PRODUCTS & PRACTICES 
(Continued from page 12) 

Lake City; Van Arsdale-Harris Company, San Francisco; and 
Western Door & Sash Company, Oakland. 
Retail price cuts, averaging 10 percent, on all grades of lumber 
was announced recently by J. B. Wood, vice-president of E. K. 
Wood Lumber Company. In announcing the reduction Mr. Wood 
said : "This voluntary price reduction is our company's effort to 
help curb living costs in line with President Truman's recent appeal 
to American industry- in spite of the fact that our costs remain 
the same. Today veterans are desperately in need of new homes, 
and we hope that our reduction of lumber prices will help solve 
that problem." The company operates 15 lumber yards in Cali
fornia and two saw mills in Oregon. Annual sales volume is 
approximately 100 million board feet. 

A moderate priced home air conditioning system is being marketed 
by State Steel Products, Incorporated: the State Heating & Cooling 
Unit Number 85. The system filters and humidifies air, bringing 
2300 cubic feet per minute of washed air into the home. Tests for 
heating show hourly input of 85,000 B.T.U.s and hourly output 
of 68,000 B.T.U.s. It is controlled by a thermostat. Heating unit 
burns gas approximately three minutes out of every 10 with con· 
tinuous distribution of hot air from stored heat. There are no 
pockets to accumulate fumes. Safety device shuts off system if 
pilot flame is extinguished. 

A convincing demonstration of Nafco, which fireproofs any material 
capable of absorbing liquid, was held recently in Los Angeles at 
the main offices of the manufacturer, National Flameproofing Com
pany. The flame of a blow torch was held against a treated wood 
shingle. The heat of approximately 2900 degrees finally disinte
grated the shingle but at no time did the wood support flame. 
Basically Nafco is a clear liquid which impregnates wood, fabric or 
other absorbent materials, sealing oxygen pores and making the 
material incapable of supporting flame. It may be applied with a 
spray gun. It comes in five mixes with the following uses and 
properties: 
Wood Mix-for wood framing, studding and exterior and interior 
paneling and siding. In addition to fireproofing, it repels boring 
insects and dry rot, preserves and weatherproofs wood. It is used 
on untreated surfaces. After Nafco application any stain, paint or 
other finish may be used without destroying resistance to fire. In 
one test timbers treated' 10 years before did not burn when a blow 
torch flame was applied. 
Wood Mix, Non-toxic-same properties as regular wood mix, but 
animals can gnaw and even eat impregnated wood without harm. 
For use in barns, stables, kennels and animal shelters. 
Shingle Coat- comes either clear or colored for use on shingles 
instead of paint. Company claims it outlasts any paint. Color is 
plastic resin . May be used on treated as well as untreated wood. 
Fabric Mix, Interior-for curtains, drapes, spreads, upholstery ma
terial and rugs. Any fabric that can be soaked with water without 
damage may be flameproofed safely. Does not alter appearance or 
texture of material and adds to its tensile strength. It is good in
definitely and will stand up under dry cleaning. Tub washing 
necessitates new application. May be applied by spray or dipping. 
It is in full compliance with California's fire laws, the most exact
ing in the nation. 
Fabric Mix, Exterior-weatherproof in addition to properties of 
interior mix. For use on canvas and cotton duck. 
It was estimated that a 1500 square foot all wood house could be 
completely flameproofed for about $200. 

Deeper blue and increased legibility of blueprints result from appli
cation of a new chemical coating developed by Monsanto Chemical 
Company. It is a silica aquasol known as Merton WB-2 and is 
applicable to all types of blueprint formulae . It is used as a pre
coat on paper which is subsequently coated with light-sensitive 
blueprint solutions. Mertone causes more uniform coverage by 

blueprint solutions, provides greater brilliance and color depth, 
increases legibility and minimizes the graying effect caused by 
over-exposure. 

A new type heating unit known as the "Heat-Wrap Calrod" is used 
in General Electric Company's 194 7 line of electric water heaters I 
One, two or three ribbons of Calrod encircle the tank and are held 
tight against the surface by stainless steel channels. The tank 
itself is used to conduct heat to the water. The unit may be placed 
closer to the bottom of the tank than conventional heating elements. 
The new line, ranging in size from 15 to 82 gallons, may be ordered 
with either galvanized or monel tanks. To reduce corrosion of 
galvanized tanks in soft-water areas, the heaters may be equipped 
with a magnesium alloy tube which sets up the same kind of elec
trolytic action that occurs in an ordinary wet cell battery. The 
tube serves as the cathode and the galvanized tank as the anode. 
Over a period of time the magnesium is dissipated and deposited 
on the tank, thus giving it additional protection against corrosive 
water. Insulation of all heaters is a three-inch blanket of glass 
wool. A cold water baffle across the inlet minimizes mixing of 
incoming cold water with hot water and a heat trap in the outlet 
prevents circulation of hot water through the house pipes when 
faucets are turned off. 

Century Lighting, Incorporated, recently announced opening of a 
Western showroom and warehouse in Los Angeles, with Louis 
Erhardt in charge. The complete Century line is carried as well 
as catalogs, blueprints and specifications. The firm manufacturers 
fixtures of contemporary design including recessed ceiling fixtures, 
bullet spots, "eye ball" type adjustable spots and a pendant type 
sphere. The Western office is set up to give engineering assistance 
in modern lighting for architectural , theatrical, display and com
mercial applications. 

A new building development called Hoess Aluminum Clapboard 
Siding has been introduced by Metal Building Products, Incor
porated. The siding is a section of rolled aluminum sheet, beveled 
like wood siding and formed to interlock with other sections. Each 
section is formed with a U shaped channel at the bottom. The top 
edge is rolled over and. interlocks with the U channel of the section 
above it, forming a weathertight seal. The material is applied with 
clips which hook under the rolled top edge of each strip and are 
nailed to the studs. It may be applied over ordinary sheathing, or 
sheathing may be eliminated. Cutting may be done with a power 
saw, shears or hacksaw. Reflecting 95 percent of radiant heat on 
both sides, the siding acts as an insulator and may be supple
mented by two inches of blanket insulation . It need not be painted 
but will take paint if desired. 

A new straight grain plywood panel is being produced by United 
States Plywood Corporation from specially cut vertical grain cedar. 
It is described as "extremely versatile because of its light color 
which lends itself to a variety of finishes," It can be made to 
look like combed grain oak. Qurater-inch, 4 x 8 foot panels are 
available through United States Plywood and U.S.-Mengel Ply
woods, Incorporated, warehouses throughout the country. 
Five electric water heater models manufactured by Norge division 
of Borg-Warner Corporation were on the market this month, in
troducing Norge into a new business. The expansion was done 
because of large sales potential (only one out of 10 American 
homes has any kind of automatic water heater) and to fill out 
Norge's household appliance line. The new automatic water heaters 
have gallonage capacities of 80, 66, 52, 40 and 30. They are the 
round, upright type, are finished in high-gloss baked white enamel 
and are insulated with five inches of glass wool. A single or double 
heating element of " nichrome" is available, dependent on local 
utility practices. One feature is a diffusion baffle which prevents 
mixing of inflowing cold water with that already heated. 
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HIDDEN CHARM 
Electrical w1nng, buried in 

the walls and ceilings, largely 
determines the degree to which 
living in a house can be conven
ient, comfortable, efficient ... 
and charming. 

Wiring of ample size, a suffi
cient number of circuits and 
plenty of conveniently placed 
outlets and switches cost so little 
extra when the house is being 
built, yet n1ean so much for eas
ier housekeeping and more gra
cious living. Adequate wiring, 
too, protects the investment, 
gives a home a higher resale 
value ... and heightens the sat
isfaction of your clients. 

In the new homes you design, 
check the electrical wiring spe
cifications with special care. Be 
sure that provision is made for 
wiring that will be adequate for 
present electrical needs and for 
all those anticipated in the years 
ahead. 

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 
ELECTRICAL BUREAU 

1355 Market Street 
San Francisco 3 

Henry Moore 

(Continued from page 33) 
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for the enjoyment of the medium itse lf, keeping, however, the feel
ing of sculptural objects somewhere in the composition. This new 
interest resulted in his Government sponsored studies of the Air 
Raid shelters-studies now as we ll known as his sculpture. As a 
substitute for his favored materials of wood and stone, he turned to 
concrete. This. he molded directly then carved down lo the desired 
shape. The difficulty of the material and the setting of irons for 
strength at just the right time, howe\'er, was "worry-making" and 
he berame too involved with the material rather than being able to 
concentrate on the idea. 

He seemed so willin?; to ta lk that I finally gathered the courage to 
ask what I felt was a very naive question. As a sculptor who had 
gone through the usual growing pains of constant research and 
study, I wanted very much to know how he had arrived al such an 
unusual style. 

His answer took in a resume of his life. He was the son of a minrr 
and, after being gassed in \Vorld War I, had received a veteran's 
grant to the Leed's School of Art and later to the Royal Cnl l ,..!~C nf 
Art. He hated the academic instruction of the two s~hoo l s but the 
scholarships enabled him to remain in London and spend his fr.~c 
hours studying the primitives (a worrl he disliked) al the Alb:::rl 
Muse um. We were in his librarv hv this Lime looking at a book 
of early Aztec carvings which, a~ h~ said, seemed lo him true and 
right because of the similari ti es to some l lth C2ntury carvi ngs 
he had seen on Yorkshire Ch urchcs as a boy. The "truth to ma
terial", the tremendous power and the astonishing variety and fer
tility of form invention had great ly influencecl his early works. The 
idea of returning to the academic principles of the Academy after 
seeing such origina l and invcntin' works seemed inconceivable. 

Mo~rc readily admitted his influences and showed me examples in 
which he had carved his versions of the Aztec. He went farther, 
however. in this inventiveness by his personal discovery of the 
exciting forms to be found in the pebbles on the bcach- "some 
with holes worn right through". This was nature's way of working 
stone; he realized now that a hole could be made if it came natur
al ly and still kept the "stoniness" of the material. He immediately 
cut a hole through a piece of marble in the form of an arch and 
found that not on ly did the work have an additiona l dimension 
but that the hole itself became an important form , a des igned space, 
a sort of sculpture in air. This and later stud ies of shell s and 
bones, combined with an intense desire lo be true to the materials 
he used, have gradually shaped a concept ion that we now realize 
is potentially one of the great influences in the history of Sculpture. 
This d iscussion carried us lo practically every room in his house. 
the studio and the terrace. wherever there were rxamples illustrating 
the point. The house was extreme ly simple, decorated only by a 
few drawings. pebb les found on the beach. a small Aztec carving 
and many books. The studio, however, was filled with miniature 
clay models which he modelecl large and carved down heing 
fundamentally a carver, not a modeler. There were a lso a few 
carvings in concrete which he considered less successful than his 
other works, many metal casts, stone and wood carvings. 

It was hours later when we walked together lo the village. He 
insisted on seeing that I arrived there safely and in time to catch 
the last bus. On the way he mentioned that he hoped to come to 
the United States after the war-there was the possibility of a one 
man show at the Modern Museum in New York. He said he would 
be most grateful if I would give him my address for he knew so 
few people there. 

Certainly, these were the words of a humble person ; one who still 
didn't realize the importance of his work or the fame that went 
ll'ith it. 

Theatre 

(Continued from page 24) a stage. The purpose and 
function of the stag1· is lo b1' that place where the act.ors. perform
in~ the actions ll'hic!t ar1• t/11• cn11/1•11/ and form of drama, can be 
seen and heard by many p1•oplP in a 1N1y that will make these 
actions helicl'llble. Our theatre designers seem to have neglected 
this primary point and have concentrated on scenery and its mani
pulation instead. Their assumption appears to be, not only that 
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Now Gutter Linin9s Can Give 

• Of all the commonly 
used sheet metals, copper 
is the most enduring 
when exposed to the ele
ments. And now, as a 
result of Revere's 
research, important new 
facts are available which 
enable you to design or 
install copper gutter lin

ings, flashings and roofs that give extra years of service. 
This research bas clearly proved that control of three 

fundamental factors will insure long-service copper 
installations. They are (1) weight and temper of the 
copper, (2) design and distribution of expansion 
joints and (3) strength of transverse joints. Observ
ance of only one or two of these factors may lead to 
premature stress failures. When all three are con
trolled maximum length of service is assured. 

The findings of this study have been compiled into 
a 96-page booklet.* It is complete with charts and 

Gutter lining is Revere 24 oz. cold rolled 
copper. Length of sheets 4'0". Transverse 
seams are ~" locked and soldered seams, 
without cleats. Longitudinal seams and 
expansion joints are also planned in accord· 
ance with Revere's manual.• Photograph 
and detail courtesy of Nicholson & Galloway, 
Inc., New York, Sheet Metal Contractors. 

detailed information so arranged that you can read 
and apply final figures that insure the finest sheet 
copper construction. 

This book has been widely distributed to architects 
and sheet metal contractors, and in all probability is 
in your office files. Be sure to refer to it. If you do not 
have a copy, write for one now on your office letter
head. If you wish further information, the Revere 
Technical Advisory Service, Architectural will be glad 
to help you. 
*"Research Solves Problems of Stress Ft1il11res in Sheet Copper 
Constr11ctio11." 

REVERE 
COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED 

Founded by Paul Revere in 1801 
230 Park Avenue, New York 17, New York 

Mills: Baltimore, Md.; Chicago, Ill.; Dtlroil, Illich.; N«P Btd/ord, Marr.; 
Romt, N. Y. - Saler Offices;,, Principal Cit its, Distributors Evtr)•wher• 
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COMFORT 

and 

CLEANLINESS 

go hand in hand. The well 

equipped home includes a storage 

water healer of adequate size 

in its initial plans so that there 

will be plenty of hot water for all 

uses al all times. When you 

specify a 

CONTINENTAL 

BLUE FLAME 

WATER HEATER 

you are assuring yourself af a 

lifetime of economical service 

and adequate performance. 
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scenery is essential to the stage but moreover that it is akin to the 
mode of seventeenth century theatre, for the stagehouse they copy 
so religiously was designed to accommodate that scenery. Now, 
all theatre artists know from their work in theatre, and architects 
from their attending theatre, that on ly a small part of the stag~ 
setting used today is similar to the setting of the seventeenth cen· 
tury ! And the architect with his new material-steel-can most 
easily find several means of moving this bit of scenery without just 
translating the wooden machinery of that period into the metal of 
our's, and constructing that stagehouse which served that crude 
machinery. 

Every reader knows genera ll y of the appearance of the Italian 
Court theatre which we have imitated endlessly for the past three 
hundred years. The reason for this copying and acceptance of the 
copy seems to lie in the lack of thinking specifically on the origins 
and functions of that theatre in terms of audience, drama content 
and production methods on one hand, and of the architects ma· 
terials and resources on the other. If we considered carefu llv we 
would have to recognize that that form of theatre was two hu;dred 
years in the making. Most of that time the main concern in the 
stage area was the producing of spectac le, fostered hy the intro
duction and development of painted perspective as a theatrical 
device. These perspectives were illuminated in an almost static 
way. (They did have means for some s light change in the lighting. ) 
But the real importance of the light was placed on illuminating 
the painted drops, not the actor. 

The architects' materials of that period were chiefly stone and wood, 
and any machinery planned for the handling of weight was neces
sarily enormous because of wood construction . The taste of the 
period was most happily shown through the enlargement of a 
decorative unit until it assumed the proportions of a structure itself. 
(The dominating stagehouse ironically enough is a good example 
of this, for scenery was but a decorating note in theatre inflated 
to the point where it became the theatre.) 

This brief examination of three points: dominant theatre medium, 

S~ol 
BRANDS 
• Here in the West there's one 

brand that represents the finest in 

lighting equipment. The SMOOT

HOLMAN label on your fixture 

means certified quality ... made 

in the West ... for western use ... 

for western delivery. It's a brand 

you can depend 

··-
SMOOT-HOLWAM COWPAMY INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA 

Offices in principal western cities- Branch and Warehouse in San Fra nci sco 
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T H E 

QUALITY in a barometer shows up in the accuracy of 
its readings. And this accuracy depends on del

icately adjusted mechanisms imide the instrument. 

With building products, too, quality of performance 
is determined by what's imide. Your eye seldom sees 
the values that make the important difference. 

That 's why building-wise people insist on Celotex 
Building and Insulating Products. They know the raw 
materials which go into Celotex products are the finest 
that nature can grow and man can refine. 

They know, too, chat rigid production controls all 
along the line g11r1ra11tee the uniformly high quality of 
every product bearing the Celotex name. 

Tireless laboratory research perfects materials and 
methods still more ... helps to maintain Celotex leader
ship year after year. 

These, plus more than a quarter of a century of 
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kind and quality of drama, and architects' materials and . conse
quences of use, should be enough to prove the folly of persisting 
in imitating that decorative form of theatre. Today we have light 
in relation to the actor as a possible new forceful theatre medium, 
where they had paint for scenery's sake. We have an interest in 
people and their actions, where they had the desire to S::!e them
s lves glorified in a romantic classica l world of fancy. We have 
steel, where they had wood for construction. We can u!'e glass 
where they used stone. We have literally an age of light where 
they had dark. What is the possible excuse for our acceptance of 
their form of theatre architecture? 

The remaining point lo be considered, in thinking of the origin and 
purpose of that theatre prototype we employ, is the audience and 
auditorium. The audience of the Seventeenth Century Court Theatre 
came to see one another almost more than the stage spectacle. A 
theatri cal event was a dramatic celebration of the social-economic 
system. Our system is in no way akin to their's and since here 
the "medium" in terms of the theatre is the aud1:ence. they let it he 
bwwn that they are not of the seventeenth century and consequent I y 
the auditoriums of our present-day theatres are more clearly cele
brations of a democratic be! ief than anything else. In our best 
theatre auditoriums every one can see and hear the play. Architects 
have accomplished wonders with their uli lization of scientific and 
mechanical resources in the serv ing of the main purpose of theatre 
in thi s half of the building. But one error, in many auditoriums 
for university theatres today, lies in their size. This fault can no 
doubt be traced to the demands of the client. It is a mistake to 
make these auditori ums so large that they hold the entire audience 
for a play in one or two evenings, when what the students need 
is playing experience of at least a week. The large auditorium also 
imposes a daily cost of cleaning and maintenance that a producing 
theatre budget can scarce afford. Unless the large auditorium is 
most skillfully designed for reduction in size, the heating expense 
becomes a major factor-especially as concerns rehearsal periods 
where to heat the entire auditorium night after night is well nigh 
impossible. 

It is in the other half-the sta~e half, where the art-mechanical con
siderations and resources have failed to serve the purpose-that our 
theatres fail to join with this period. What are the factors that 
need be more thoughtfully and ima~inatively cons idered bv the 
architects and theatre artists as they design? If we would -make 
our theatres truly of our time as art in architecture and theatre, 
then I believe the following six points make up a genera l plan for 
"combined operations". (These are to be shared by theatre art ists 
and architects, not divided between them.) 

1. Give the problem of drama and its actors first place in all con
siderations. 

2. Design the stage with the audience in mind in relation to the 
actor-not the scenery. 

3. Recognize the contradiction between commercial theatre and 
non-commercial theatre, and make the necessary distinctions. 

4. lk realistic about the variety of uses of the stage in the pro
ducing theatre, both from hour to hour within a given day and 
from day to day as productions near completion, as well as the 
complete change of demands from production to production. 

5. Recognize light as the most potent force in stagecraft today . 

G. Re-examine the purpose and fun ctions of the "experimental 
stage." 

The six points all have had lo do with the stage of the producing 
theatre of the university and community. For architecture to serve 
these nerds. a con;; iderable addition of sheer physica l space is 
demanded first and then this space must be organized to serve the 
artistic demands. To achieve the physica l space, which means con
struction and in turn money, everything points to the demand that 
we examine that extravagant storage space in the stagehouse. We 
should lesl its artistic worth, choice of mechanical principle and 
architectural economy. It is very probable that it is no longer 
justifiable as the major expanse and expense of the theatre. 
Economy in theatre architecture must be based on initial cost and 
upkeep in dollars and cents, and si1mificance of use in time and 
space. Do we in our presenl-dav producing of world drama, design 
scenery that co uld only be handled in this spatially and financially 
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expensive way? Must this antiquated mechanica,l feature of the 
sla'"'e continue Lo dominate the architecture of a theatre? 
Ma

0

~y theatres wil 1 be built as soon as war-time restrictions are 
lifted. Drama and theatre arts departments are increasing in col
leges and universities. and communi ties through their civic plan
ning are discovering the need of theatre. It is imperative that we 
take thought on these fundamental points of theatre before we begin 
-construction on this great building program. As the theatre con
struction of pre-war was suspended, it appears now that the theme 
was "bigger and bigger". We have an obligation to society that 
thi s time the theme be "better and better"-if we are to make 
theatres a living force in our co untry. 

Music 
(Continued from page 10) 

tion or success or personal triumph, and Brahms has been too much 
misunderstood and wrongly valued for these things, but that he has 
made of his existence an enduring presence; and Brahms superla
tively has done this.-PETER YATES. 

Art 
(Continued from page 4) 

nature is somethin g more than an autobiographical record of indi
vidual perceptions. To be informed about any individual's idiosyn
crasies is of as little genuine significance as gossip or eavesdrop· 
pin/!, a lthough there is no denying it may be amusing to peek into 
another's private world. The concern of art however, is the uni
versal, not the particular, and the role of the artist, the critic, the 
phi losopher, the teacher, is to reveal knowledge, not about himself, 
but about that which is vital in man's experience, the real realities 
of life and of the nature of things. Profound art, the art which 
has endured from other cul tures, is based on such a concept. And 
in the form of philosophy, the "art criticism" of other times meas
ured art in such a light. 
Modern philosophy (how little we are aware of it!) has pretty 
largely excluded art from its considerations, leaving it to the lesser 
branch of aesthetics, which appears, for the present at least, to be 
more engrossed with scientific method than an investigation of the 
relationships between art and philosophy. This may, in part, ac· 
count for the current deterioration of art criticism. On the other 
hand , the fact that philosophy has become disinterested in the 
purpose of art, even in its existence, is in itself a sign of graver 
ills. True, men like Dewey and Santayana have concerned them
selves with art, but the separation of art and philosophy is more 
tellingly reflected in our universities and art institutes, where those 
who specia li ze in art have lost all touch with a philosophic under
standing of the purpose of art. The situation of the art critic is no 
difTerenL; without philosophic awareness he is without a valid basis 
for his criticism. Like the artist, he is left alone in the jungle of 
his moods and feelings, his likes and dislikes, his magnified ego 
and his thwarted soul. 
But what if. for instance, the arti st rejects the "arrival" complex 
and the des ire for that form of recognition which is now in the 
hands of the criti cs: is there a valid place for art criticism? Before 
an answer could be made in the affirmative it would be necessary 
for both the artist and the cr iti c lo re-examine their respective 
functions and purpose in the light of a life concept which does 
not violate man's greater Self. In possession of such a concept, 
the artist would create as in the physical realm a man might explore 
an unscaled mountain peak, or the "pure" scientist might search 
for hidden laws of nature. His art would thus be a means of 
enl ightenment for himself, and for others. The critic on the other 
hand would be himself creative in a dual capacity: he would , on 
the basis of philosophic inquiry into the nature of the Real, be 
in possession of a criteria of evaluation which would serve him 
and others, when searching for these values in specific works of 
art. But he would at all times keep an eye on values beyond and 
greater than those of art alone. He would thus not only be in a 
position Lo guide those who have not yet found "the way to en
lightenment," he would also serve as an " inspiration"-as one who 
because of greater wisdom keeps a grasp on the purposefulness of 
man's existence. When these larger values become obscured and 
distorted, man loses sight of any purpose beyond earning a liveli
hood or escape therefrom: he plunges into a materialist and mech
anistic morass. It is precisely in such times as these that the phil-
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osopher critic may perform his most creative role, for it is a far 
more difficult task to get the train back on the track than to keep it 
from running off.-GRACE CLEMENTS. 

SAN FRANCISCO ART NOTES 

The California Palace of the Legion of Honor has just regretfully 
taken down a magnificent show of 19th Century French Drawings; 
about a hundred and fifty things by twenty three great names of 
the period beginning with Ingres and ending with Seurat. 
It was interesting, as John Rewald points out in his fine scholarly 
introduction to the catalog (now, unfortunately, sold out, se> 
don't send for it) to see the ·orderly transition from Ingres' pre
occupation with line to the impressionists' concern with color and 
air. 
It is ('f course easy to admire an Ingres drawing for sheer perfec
tion of detail, the incredible skill of eye and hand as a recording 
instrument; but, for the faces especially, it is difficult to feel any 
other emotion. They are too perfectly done and too limited to out
ward appearance to enlist our sympathies. The flaw that is insep
arable from life is not there. They are finished perfections, these 
elegant people, set in tlie. apparently, only right arrangement; it 
is impossible that they should move; to move would be to disar
range everything. The exquisite line drawings which define the 
bodies and clothes produce a more esthetic reaction; they are less 
fully stated, and perhaps for that very reason, more convincing 
and more sympathetic. 
The Romantics such as Delacroix and Gericault do great violence 
to Ingres ideal of the perfect line, to be worshipped for its own 
sake. In fact, they demolish it. A Frightened Horse, for instance, 
by Gericault, is done in furious pen strokes and blots; Charioteer 
and Rider is the essence of suggested movement. Line breaks more 
and more, to allow the light and air of impressionism to circulate 
freely in and out of form, until form becomes very porous indeed, 
and light and air are the real heroes of the picture; as in the 
series of dots and dashes which magically create Van Gogh's Harvest 
Time and his Bridge of Langlois; or Seurat:s luminous mist, in 
which forms mysteriously take shape from the surrounding at
mosphere. 
A nice feature of this exhibition was the inclusion of less well 
known examples, such as Cezanne's small self-portrait sketch, 
Corot's lovely nude and his portrait of a child, some of Van Gogh's 
earlier drawings, and several Degas portraits, one an oil on paper 
of the child Julie Bellelli. 
Millet was represented by some fine, free drawnigs, of peasant 
women gleaning, sheepshearers, and so on, composed with a most 
solid space relationship, and a certain unsentimental strength one 
would not suspect from his paintings. They are little worlds of 
sun and shadow, form, and quiet, convincing activity. Somewhat 
akin were the gouaches and chalk drawings of Pissarro, with their 
utterly unforced human appeal. 
The Daumiers, Lautrecs and Gauguins were very characteristic of 
these artists. Renoirs included a sketch for The Bathers, and one 
for The Judgment of Paris, a large crayon drawing of the Lerolle 
sisters, and a pen drawing, or rather, a careful pen painting in 
the impressionist manner, L'Assommoir. 
A majority of the drawings in this show were complete in them
selves rather than studies. Also, aside from six drawings loaned 
by the Louvre, most of the exhibits came from American museums 
and collectors, indicating, let us hope, a rising trend of interest in 
this most personal form of expression. 
There is a story that years ago, before the luminous, restrained 
magic of Seurat's drawings had enchanted their special discerning 
public, a Seurat drawing included in the present exhibition was 
offered as a gift to one of the great French museums, which hastily 
turned it down. How surprised Seurat would be at the acclaim 
accorded him now, and at the great prices fetched on the present 
market by his drawings. It is such a different situation from the 
one he knew. 
Ingres, too, who once turned out his miracles of precisely descrip· 
tive line and modeling for a few francs each, is now beyond the 
covetous grasp of all but a few extremely well upholstered collec
tions. 
If one has a gambler's nature, it would seem that one of the finer 
thrills would be to back one's judgment about what will happen 
to the status of contemporary artists and their drawings in the 
future. One good guess might very well keep one's descendants 
in jet propelled helicopters.-DOROTHY PUCCINELLI CRAVATH . 
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